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International Current Affairs 2010
Sri Lanka abandons Tamil version of its national anthem ( 13th Dec 2010)

The Sri lankan government has decided to scrap the tamil version of the national anthem in its of�icial
and state functions. This move may possibly further alienate the tamil minorities in the country. A
directive to use only the Sinhalese version as been sent by the ministry as president Rajapakse pointed
out that no country uses two versions of the anthem.

China reveals world՚s fastest train ( 8th Dec 2010)

China unveiled its new high speed train CRH380 that can clock a maximum speed of 486.1 kmph. It is
said to be much faster than even the bullet trains of Japan. At a cruising speed of 380 this is certainly a
major accomplishment. China on its part has gone ahead and is now working on a model that is
expected to clock 600kmph.

Pakistan՚s Initiative against Terrorism ( 23th Nov 2010)

Pakistan has been the victim of international terrorism in the past few months. As a result of this, a top
US of�icial recently said that Islamabad should begin to crack down on terrorists and terrorist groups
operational within the country immediately. Barrack Obama, President of the United States of America
has also agreed to this statement and feels that Pakistan has been one of the major victims of
international terrorism lately. President Obama also said that Pakistan needs to take strong and
immediate steps against all terrorist groups operating on Pakistani soil. Furthermore, Assistant
Secretary of State for South and Central Asia Robert Blake said that a number of terrorist groups are
operating in a syndicate and working together against American interests, not just in the US but in
other nations such as Afghanistan and India as well. Mr. Blake also stated that the US has welcomed
every step take by Pakistan so far and that it is in full support of Pakistan as always.

Mark Zuckerberg, Times Person Of The Year ( 16th Nov 2010)

Times magazine has named Mark Zuckerberg as the person of the year. Mr Zuckerberg is the founder
of thesmash hit social networking site Facebook and is also the world youngest billionaire currently.
Although, Julian Assange the editor in chief of wikileaks was the pick of the time readers, but
Zuckerberg won because of the scope and reach his website and how it has touched and remodeled
our thoughts on social networking bringing the world that much more closer. Facebook has reached
500 million users this year all around the globe and the numbers are still counting.

UN՚s terrorism sanctions list ( 16th Nov 2010)

In a recent and sudden move, a US committee took down several names of al-Qaida and Taliban
terrorists off its terrorism sanction lists. The committee said that the reason for such an action was
that several of the names on the sanctions list were probably dead. The committee Chairman Thomas
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Mayr Harting said that following this step, the committee had started investigations into how many
terrorists put on the list were actually dead. This committee was set up in 1999.

Friendly neighbor China ( 15th November 2010)

Rising concerns over China՚s assertive and aggressive attitude in the Asian continent has prompted
China՚s President Hu Jintao to assure all nations that China is committed to being a friendly and
helpful neighbor. China has been in the news recently over its spats with neighboring nations over
international borders and territories. The reason for this has been said to be China՚s interests in a
group of potentially resource rich islands in the Asian Paci�ic. Speaking to leaders at the Asia Paci�ic
Economic Cooperation summit in Japan, President Hu said that China was committed to the regional
policy of building good neighborliness and friendship.

New Government in Iraq ( 11th Nov 2010)

Prolonged warring and quarrels between rival political factions in Iraq had caused over an eight
month deadlock over the issue of forming the next government. Recently, the Iraqi Prime Minister
appealed to these political factions to work together and unite following his acceptance of the
President՚s request to form the next government. Senior of�icials admitted that a Herculean task now
lay before them, that of forming a government comprising of members of all possible political factions.
The task has been made harder by the month long deadline to form the government which will
preside over the country՚s affair as US troops move out and power is handed back to the Iraqi people.
The new government is expected to have members from all the political factions such as the Kurds,
Shiites and Sunnis. Prime Minister Designate al-Maliki called upon al Iraqi citizens and politicians to
help him in this dif�icult task.

Myanmar polls called fake ( 10th November 2010)

The �irst democratic polls in Myanmar after several years of military rule were held among complaints
of threats, intimidation and accusations of the polls being a charade. In most constituencies, the poll
was a competition between the Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP) and the National Unity
Party (NUS) . Several accusations were made by opposition parties against the USDP, claiming that they
illegally collected advanced ballots. USA and UK of�icials also voiced their concerns about the
transparency and fairness of these polls.

Rolls Royce sued by Qantas ( 8th November 2010)

Australian �light safety of�icials have recently warned that manufacturing defects have been found in
the Rolls Royce Trent 900 engines. Of�icials further urged airlines using these engines to carry
extensive checks before using them because defects present in them could lead to catastrophic
failures. In the meanwhile, Qantas began court proceedings against Rolls Royce and was granted an
injunction by the federal court of Australia which ensured that the airline could pursue legal action
against the engine manufacturing giants.

China՚s slowest growth (5 November 2010)

China had its slowest rate of economic growth in a year during the September quarter. In addition to
this, a World Bank report hinted at a further decrease in its economic growth. One of the reasons for
this has been the long term in�lation that China has faced for almost two years. China՚s industrial
growth has also fallen considerably in recent times. This slow growth in China՚s economy has gotten
many people to believe that India might be the next economic superpower to rise because of its high
levels of industrial and economic growth in recent times. Though not immediately, but experts
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predicted India՚s rate of growth to exceed that of China՚s by a considerable margin in the next �ive
years.

India gets UNSC non-permanent seat (12 October 2010)

The biggest news on the international front for India has been its inclusion into the UNSC as a non-
permanent member after a gap of 19 years. Even as India՚s acclamation for a non-permanent bench
on the body that includes �ifteen members in total was an inevitable cessation afterwards Kazakhstan
back out of the chase for the Asian bench beforehand in early January. India got an unbelievable 187
of the 191 votes in the UN General Assembly ballot on October 14th 2010. India՚s previous spell in the
Security Council was way back in 1992. Almost immediately afterwards India՚s appointment, Indian
agent to the United Nations Hardeep Singh Puri put it straight that New Delhi would make use of this
couple of year valid span to build assurance and accord a feeling of aplomb to the �ive non changing
associates (famously known as the P − 5) -the United States of America, Russia, Britain, France and
China. Considering that Brazil, a running af�iliate of the United Nation Security Council, and South
Africa and Germany, which got appointed with India, on October 14th were as well in contention for a
permanent membership, he stated: ‘Of course everybody of us will attempt to bring into play the two
years we need to render our allies a feeling of aplomb and formulate trust and faith so that they are at
ease with our role playing in the United Nation Security Council on a continued period of time’

India and Mozambique sign 3 agreementss (5 October 2010)

India and Mozambique came together and signed three agreements and a credit band of 500 million
United States dollars has been advanced to that nation state for works regarding the infrastructure,
agronomics and power during a convention that featured President of Mozambique Armando
Guebuza and Prime Minister of India Dr. Manmohan Singh. Guebuza and Singh, who captivated
entrustment level converses, resolved to actualize an af�iliation following the lines of superior political
meeting, deepening of bread-and-butter collaboration, deepening of defense and aegis collaboration,
distinctively to get hold of sea lanes in opposition to piracy and, cooperation in competence building
and human resource (or workforce) development. “Both of us together accord to the aforementioned
Indian Ocean association and we carve up familiar issues. It is in our alternate absorption to ensure
the assurance and aegis of sea lanes of communication in the Indian Ocean,” Dr. Manmohan Singh said
in a collective journalist statement. India will back the enactment in preparation and setting up
organizations in Mozambique to back capacity building in the coal business and will as well back the
ability formation for the defense and patrolling personnel of that nation state, the Prime Minister
alleged. Conveying worry over the assurance and aegis of sea lanes in Indian Ocean, Guebuza
promised India it will accommodate all practical aid to safeguard them.

Indians freed from Malay traf�ickers: (3 September 2010)

Not less than 24 Indian men who were discovered bound up in a residence in a Malaysian boondocks
were successfully freed from the arrest and two Pakistani men supposedly engaged in a human
traf�icking guild were detained with immediate effect. Inquiries into the matter exposed that those
people, age-old amid 20 and 30, were from Uttar Pradesh. If the reports of the media are to be trusted,
the victims landed on to the capital՚s intl. Airport four months back, afore getting picked by the
accused people who were apparently looking for workers in an industrial unit in Johor, he said. He
further stated that the two men promised the Indian workers appealing wages as the bait. It is once
again proved that Malaysia is a magnet for wide spread drug peddling and human traf�icking.
Unemployed workforce looking out for jobs is brought for added transfers to other Southeast Asian
countries and to Australia.
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Indians to lead FIDE: (September 2010)

Indians have already proved their metal in various sports at the international level. Tennis, Cricket,
Shooting, Boxing and also Chess. After Vishwanathan Anand, another lot of Indians are about to
triumph on the World Chess Podium. D. V. Sundar has been elected has the President of the world
body for the sport of chess, FIDE at Russia. Apart from that, the president for the Asian Continent was
Mr. Dongre and Commonwealth Chess Federation President was revealed in the name of Mr. B S
Chahuhan, a press statement by the All India Chess Federation revealed.

Make way for the new breed: (September 2010)

The new world power calendar for 2010 has once again predicted that New Delhi՚s dominance in the
world will see acceleration by 2025. Among the able coalition, the country has been placed at the
fourth position afterwards the US, China and the European Union. ‘The Global Governance 2025’ was
together brought out by the National Intelligence Council (NIC) of the US and the European Union՚s
Institutes for Security Studies (EUISS) . In the current year, the US leads the lot of able
countries/regions, cumulatively for about 22 percent of the worldwide supremacy. The US is chased
by China at 12 percent, European Union at 16 percent and India at eight percent. India comes next to
Japan, Russia and Brazil with beneath than 5 percent apiece. Following these global statistics, by 2025
the ability of the US, EU, Japan and Russia will cut down although that of China, India and Brazil will
boost but this surge will see the positions unchanged. By 2025, the United States of America will
continue to be the most dominating nation, but it will be possessing just a bit above 18 percent of the
global authority. The US will be carefully trailed by China with 16 percent, European Union with 14
percent and India with 10 percent looking to overleap.

Mission Accomplished (19 August 2010)

The United States have �inally started pulling its troops out of Iraq. President Barack Obama has
con�irmed that the US plans to withdraw signi�icant number of combat troops from Iraq stating that
the war was nearing an end. The remaining force of 50,000 soldiers will train Iraqi security forces and
provide security for ongoing US Diplomatic efforts.

Australia with a hung parliament (23 August 2010)

Australians failed to elect a new government in the polls held in August and were left with a hung
parliament. The non-result elections between Julia Gillard՚s Labor and Abbott՚s Liberal party led to the
�irst hung parliament in Australia since World War II. Three key Independents are now in the process
of deciding which party to support to form a government.

Pakistani cricketers tainted (30 August 2010)

The Game of cricket gets murkier with alleged match-�ixer Mazhar Majeed՚s claim of having rigged
games played by Pakistan for three years. The British Police recovered cash from hotel rooms of
Pakistani players involved in spot �ixing. Salman Butt, Mohammad Amir and Mohammed Asif were
interviewed and their mobiles con�iscated after Majeed՚s confession. The Anti-Corruption Unit of the
ICC will probe all 82 international matches played by Pakistan during this time. The news came as a
bolt for the �lood-stricken and violence-plagued country where cricket is the national sport.

Pakistan Floods (2 August 2010)

In the worst �looding disaster in 80 years the �loodwaters have affected about one-�ifth of the country
washing away millions of hectares of crops, submerging villages and destroying roads, bridges,
schools, electricity and communication setting back the infrastructure by many years. Disease is fast
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spreading in these �lood affected areas and there have been warnings that dams in the south may
burst. It is estimated that the �loods in Pakistan have displaced people thrice the number displaced
during partition.

Hike in Visa fee (11 August 2010)

The Obama Regime has raised H − 1B and L1 visa fees to protect its borders from illegal Mexican
immigrants. This additional fee would be used to build operating bases and deploy unmanned aerial
surveillance to beef up US-Mexico border security. The impact of this hike will be substantial on Indian
IT companies that account for approximately 50,000 H1 and L1 visas per year.

Mosque near ground Zero (28 August 2010)

A New York city panel has cleared the way for the construction of a mosque near ground zero that has
been causing a political uproar over religious freedom. The proposed construction of the mosque
near ground zero has sparked debate all around the country. President Barack Obama, however,
supported the right of having a mosque by asserting that Muslims have the same right to freedom of
religion as everyone else in America.

China to launch space station (17 August 2010)

Having �inished the �irst module of a planned space station and testing its electronics and other
systems China is all set to launch it into orbit next year. Changes were being made to the rocket that
will carry the 8.5ton Tiangong 1 module into a set orbit. No �inishing or manning dates have been
given for the space station. The of�icial Xinhua news agency said that The Shenzhou 8 spacecraft and
Shenzhou 9 and 10 spacecraft would dock with it in the second half of 2011 and 2012 respectively.

Online route (30 August 2010)

Oxford English Dictionary that has been in print for over a century may never appear in print for the
future generations. The word reference Bible is likely to loose its existence to its online version. With
the digital books becoming popular, the format that the 3rd edition, currently being worked upon, will
take is anybody՚s guess.

Japan Elections (10 July 2010)

Democratic Party of Japan suffered a heavy blow in the elections for the upper house of Japan՚s Diet
(parliament) when it won ten seats fewer than expected thus loosing its majority. DPJ will now have to
look for new coalition partners to restore its majority in the upper house and enable it to easily pass
laws through the Diet legislature. After breaking the 55 year period of dominance of the Liberal
Democratic Party and naming Naoto Kan the new prime minister just a month back the results have
baf�led the DJP.

July 15th Summit, Islamabad (15 July 2010)

Failed talks between Indian Foreign Minister SM Krishna and the Pakistani counterpart Mr. Shah
Mehmood Qureshi՚s have once again proved that whenever efforts were initiated by India to improve
the relations between the two countries. The Pak leaders and of�icials took deliberate steps to derail
the process conveying a clear message to India that the talks can continue only on its terms.

Gulf of Spill (15 August 2010)

More than three months after the April 20 explosion aboard the BP-leased Deepwater Horizon oil
platform, which killed 11 workers and sank the rig gushing oil into the Gulf of Mexico, the most severe
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US environmental disaster ever is close to coming to an end. In an operation called “static kill” 2,300
barrels of mud was forced down into the well՚s opening overnight pushing the crude back down to its
source. A cap over the wellhead has shut in leaking oil since July 15 and the static kill-also known as
bull heading-probably would not have worked without the cap in place.

Genocide (12 July 2010)

Omar-al-Bashir, President of Sudan has been charged with three counts of genocide over the Darfur
Con�lict, he was convicted by the International Criminal Court at The Hague. It is for the �irst time that
a court has accused anyone of genocide.

Jacob Lew the new Budget Director (13 July 2010)

President Barack Obama has chosen Mr. Jacob Lew as his new budget director. This is Mr. Lews second
stint with the federal budget.

Current Affairs (June 2010)

Julia Gillard become Australia՚s �irst women Prime Minister replacing Kevin Rudd following a sudden
revolt against him.

No more time for sorrow written by Robert Beeman. The author predict that terrorist will set off an
atom bomb in the USA by 2013.

Tuvalu become 187th member of IMF (International Monetary Fund) . The island is located in the
Paci�ic Ocean.

Kyrgyzstan voted for a new constitution in a referendum. It is Central Asia՚s �irst parliament
democracy.

G − 20 summit held at Toronto, Canada.

Current Affairs (May 2010)

G − 15 summit was held at Tehran on 16 − 17 May.

Bangladesh handed over Ranjan Daimary of the National Democratic Front of Bodoland to India. The
group was responsible for serial bombing in Assam in 2008.

National League for Democracy (NLD) party of Myannmar՚s democracy leader Aung San Sui Kyi was
abolished after deadline to re-register as a political party was over:

EU-IMF provide a $ 1 trillion rescue package to the Greece to resolve its debt crises.

Pakistan successfully test �ired two short range ballistic missiles, Shaheen I (range 650 Km) and
Ghazani (range 290 Km) capable of carrying nuclear war heads and striking Indian cities.

Current Affairs (April 2010)

Belgium became the Europe՚s �irst country to ban burqa.

Pakistan՚s National assembly passed a bill that takes away the President՚s power to dissolve
parliament, dismiss a elected government and appoint the three services Chiefs. Pakistan՚s parliament
passes 18th amendment which was later signed by Presient cutting President՚s powers.

USA and Russia signed Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START) that allowed a maximum of 1550
deployed overheads, about 30% lower than a limit set in 2002. The treaty was signed in the Progue
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Castle.

Emergency was imposed in Thailand.

Nuclear Security Summit held at Washington. It was a 47 nation summit wherein P. M. Announced
setting up of a global nuclear energy centre for conducting research & development of design systems
that are secure, proliferation resistant & sustainable.

PM visit USA & Brazil, a two nation tour. He attended Nuclear Security Summit in USA & India-Brazil-S.
Africa (IBSA) and Brazil-Russia-India-China (BRIC) summit in Brasilia (Brazil) .

16th SAARC Summit held in Bhutan in 28 − 29 April. The summit was held in Bhutan for the �irst time.
It is the silver jubilee summit as SAARC has completed 25 years. The summit central theme was
‘Climate Change’ The summit recommended to declare 2010 − 2020 as the “Decade of Intra-regional
Connectivity in SAARC” The 17th SAARC summit will be held in Maldives in 2011.

Current Affairs (March 2010)

China will launch in 2011 unmammed space mode ‘Tiangong I’ for its future space laboratory.

US internet giant Google close its business in China.

India՚s largest telecom service provider Bharti Airtel buy Zain՚s Africa operations for an enterprise
value of $ 10.7 billion (₹ 49000 crore) . Currently Bharti՚s non-India operations include Sri Lanka &
Bangladesh.

Russia abolished two of its eleven time Zones.

Current Affairs (February 2010)

NATO forces carried out Marjah operation (dubbed Moshtarak) against Taliban forces in Afghanistan.

European Union summit was held in Brussels. EU & IMF decided to giving support to Greece in its
struggle to bring its ballooning budget de�icit under control. EU President is Herman Van Rompuy.

Iran՚s President Mahmood Ahmedinejad declared that Iran had produced �irst batch of 20% enriched
uranium and now Iran became a nuclear state.

Iran launched ‘Kavoshger-3 rocket’ capable of carrying a satellite. It carried a mouse, worms & two
turtles.

Current Affairs (January 2010)

Gilgit Baltistan region elected its �irst Chief Minister Mehdi Shah on the basis of Gilgit Baltistan
Empowerment & Self Governance Order 2009. The new appointed CM declare the Gilgit Baltistan
region as 5th province of Pakistan. The Indian Govt has, however, of the view that the region was part
of J & K, and thus objected to the remarks of CM.

Venezuela devalued it currency ‘Bolivar’

A massive earthquake strike Haiti, the Carribbean nation. Capital of Haiti is Port-au-Prince.

Mahinda Rajapaksa won a second term as Sri Lanka՚s President. He belongs to Sri Lanka Freedom
Party.


